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Abstract
When data analysis applications are employed in a multi-
client environment, a data server must service multiple si-
multaneous queries, each of which may employ complex
user-defined data structures and operations on the data. It
is then necessary to harness inter- and intra-query common-
alities and system resources to improve the performance of
the data server. We have developed a framework and cus-
tomizable middleware to enable reuse of intermediate and
final results among queries, through an in-memory seman-
tic cache and user-defined transformation functions. Since
resources such as processing power and memory space are
limited on the machine hosting the server, effective schedul-
ing of incoming queries and efficient cache replacement
policies are challenging issues that must be addressed. We
have addressed the scheduling problem in earlier work, and
in this paper we describe and evaluate several cache re-
placement policies. We present experimental evaluation of
the policies on a shared-memory parallel system using two
applications from different domains.
1 Introduction
The availability of low-cost storage systems, built from a
cluster of PCs with a disk farm, allows many institutions to
create data repositories and make them available for collab-
orative use. As a result, efficient handling of multiple query
workloads is an important optimization in many application
domains [2, 21, 38].
The query optimization and scheduling problem has been
extensively investigated in the relational database commu-
nity [15]. Multiple query optimization techniques for re-
lational databases traditionally rely on caching common
subexpressions [25, 30, 33, 37]. Nevertheless, deploying
these techniques in a broader context, specifically for data
analysis applications, remains a challenging problem. Sev-
eral database and middleware frameworks that target this
class of applications have been developed [6, 7, 8, 13, 20].
Although these frameworks provide efficient and scalable
common runtime support for a wide range of applications,
they do not attempt to leverage inter- and intra-query com-
monalities when executing multiple query workloads.
When data analysis techniques are employed in a collab-
orative environment, queries from multiple clients are likely
to have overlapping regions of interest and similar process-
ing requirements (i. e. the same operations on data). Several
optimizations can be applied to improve system response
time. These optimizations include reuse of intermediate and
final results, data prefetching, and data caching. Since re-
sources, such as CPU power and memory space, are lim-
ited on the machine hosting the data server, two issues that
should be addressed to optimize use of available resources
are (1) effectively scheduling incoming queries and (2) effi-
cient cache replacement policies. We have previously devel-
oped an object-oriented framework to support efficient uti-
lization of common subexpressions and partial results [2].
The underlying runtime system implements an in-memory
semantic cache to maintain user-defined data structures for
intermediate results. In earlier work [4] we addressed the
query scheduling problem, and in this paper we evaluate
cache replacement policies. We describe the implementa-
tion of two applications using the object-oriented frame-
work. These applications come from different domains and
exhibit different data access and processing characteristics.
Using the two applications as case studies, we investigate a
number of cache replacement policies, when a data server
has to concurrently service data intensive query workloads
from multiple applications. We present experimental results
for these applications on a shared-memory parallel system.
2 Related Work
Gupta et. al. [19] point out that in most prior solutions to
the multiple query optimization problem, cache space con-
straints and the choice of the best set of intermediate re-
sults to maintain in a cache have been ignored. Their work
presents an approach for ordering the query workload so that
each query benefits the most from cached results. In our
work, we formulate this issue as a cache replacement prob-
lem. The cache replacement problem has been extensively
investigated in the domain of buffering techniques for op-
erating systems, and as a way to improve the performance
of web servers. However, in general, researchers have used
the least recently used (LRU) algorithm as the replacement
policy of choice [28]. Robinson and Devarakonda [31] note
that LRU relies on temporal locality to provide good perfor-
mance. We argue that, for effectively handling mixed query
workloads for data analysis applications, temporal locality is
not the only important factor in optimization, because differ-
ent cached intermediate results (aggregates) may have dif-
ferent construction costs and evicting the wrong aggregate
(e. g, one that is very expensive to compute) can degrade
performance significantly.
Dar et. al. [17] explore data caching and cache replace-
ment issues for client-side caching in a client-server rela-
tional database system that stores semantic descriptions of
cached data items, similar to what our data analysis mid-
dleware does (as can be seen in Section 4). The authors
state that the semantic description is the building block for
more sophisticated replacement policies that are not based
solely on temporal and spatial locality. They discuss a policy
based on semantic distances, in which cached results that are
“closer” to recent queries are less likely to be evicted. That
work does not consider any sort of data retrieval and compu-
tation costs (i.e. the cost to re-compute the aggregate) as a
parameter. On the other hand, in the high performance web
server and web proxy community, this is a concern that has
permeated the research - specifically taking into considera-
tion the cost of retrieving an object that was evicted from the
cache. Cao and Irani [11] present a caching algorithm that
incorporates locality as well as cost and size as parameters
for eviction. Arlitt et. al. [5, 18] expand on this work by con-
ducting a performance evaluation of web proxy replacement
policies and suggest policies that are geared towards keep-
ing more popular and smaller objects in cache.
Although we have formulated our issue as a cache re-
placement policy, the fact that intermediate results that are
cached in our framework may have different construction
costs (including both I/O and computation) and different ra-
tios of construction cost to the amount of cache space needed
for storage makes our scenario quite different from previous
work. Our contribution in this paper is to explore cache re-
placement policies that make better use of information avail-
able in terms of the various costs associated with cached data
structures, so the query answering system can be more effec-
tive in reducing query execution time for potentially expen-
sive data analysis queries.
3 Motivating Applications
There is a rapidly growing set of applications that query
and analyze scientific datasets. Large scientific datasets
arise in many fields. Examples include datasets from long
running simulations of time-dependent phenomena that pe-
riodically generate snapshots of their state [12, 16, 24, 35],
archives of raw and processed remote sensing data [23, 26],
archives of medical images [1, 36], and gene and protein
databases [27, 29]. One example of a data analysis ap-
plications is water contamination studies. Environmental
scientists study the water quality of bays and estuaries
using long running hydrodynamics and chemical transport
simulations [16]. The fluid flow data generated by hydro-
dynamics simulations can be used by multiple chemical
transport simulators, which model reactions and transport
of contaminants to carry out various contamination and
recovery scenarios [22]. Another example is satellite data
processing, in which earth scientists study environmental
conditions by processing remotely sensed data continuously
acquired from satellite-based sensors. A typical analysis
processes satellite data for several days to a year and
generates one or more composite images of the area under
study [14]. We now briefly describe the two applications
used as case studies for this paper.
Analysis of Microscopy Data: The Virtual Microscope
(VM) [1] is an application designed to support interac-
tive viewing and processing of digitized images of tissue
specimens. VM provides a realistic digital emulation of
a high power light microscope. The raw data for such a
system can be captured by digitally scanning collections
of full microscope slides under high power. At the basic
level, VM can emulate the usual behavior of a physical
microscope including continuously moving the stage and
changing magnification and focus. In order to achieve high
I/O bandwidth during data retrieval, each focal plane in
a slide is regularly partitioned into data chunks, each of
which is a rectangular subregion of the 2D image. Each
pixel in a chunk is associated with a coordinate (in x- and
y-dimensions) in the entire image. During query process-
ing, the chunks that intersect the query region are retrieved
from disk. Each retrieved chunk is first clipped to the query
window. Each clipped chunk is either subsampled or a local
averaging operation is applied to achieve the magnification
level (zooming factor) specified by the query. The resulting
image blocks are directly sent to the client. The client
assembles and displays the image blocks to form the query
output.
Volumetric Reconstruction in Multi-perspective Vi-
sion: The availability of commodity hardware and recent










Figure 1. Typical query processing for a data
analysis application: raw data is retrieved
from storage, a reduction operation is ap-
plied, which generates intermediate data el-
ements. The intermediate results are com-
bined to generate the final query result.
and more specialized interests in 3D tracking and 3D shape
analysis have given rise to multi-perspective vision systems,
i. e. systems with multiple cameras usually spread through-
out the perimeter of a room [10, 34]. The cameras shoot a
scene from multiple perspectives and post-processing algo-
rithms are used to develop volumetric representations that
can be used for various purposes, including 1) to allow an
application to render the volume from an arbitrary view-
point at any point in time, 2) to enable users to analyze the
3D shape by requesting region-varying resolution in the re-
construction, 3) to create highly accurate three dimensional
models of the shape and reflectance properties of three di-
mensional objects, and 4) to obtain combined shape and ac-
tion models of complex non-rigid objects. The data volume
associated with a single multi-perspective image stream can
be substantial. An example is the Keck Lab at the Univer-
sity of Maryland [10]. The laboratory consists of 64 cameras
that synchronously capture video streams at a rate of up to
85 frames a second; one minute of such multi-perspective
video requires approximately 100GB of storage. The recon-
structed volume for a single frame is represented as an oc-
cupancy map encoded with an octree representation [32]. A
database query into a multi-perspective image dataset speci-
fies a 3D region in the volume, a frame range, the cameras to
use, and a resolution for the reconstruction. The query result
is a multi-resolution reconstruction of the foreground object
region lying within the query region. This information can
then be used for 3D shape analysis and 3D tracking.
4 A Framework for Data Reuse in Processing
Multiple Queries
The example applications presented in Section 3 seem-
ingly differ greatly in terms of their input datasets and result-
ing data products. However, processing of queries for these
applications shares some common characteristics. Figure 1
depicts the query processing structure in these data analy-
sis applications. Pseudo-code representing the structure is
shown in Figure 2. In the figure, the function select identi-
fies the set of data items in a dataset that intersect the query
predicateMi for a query qi. The first phase of query process-
ing (lines 2 and 3) allocates and initializes an accumulator,
which is a user-defined (or application-specific) data struc-
ture to maintain intermediate partial results. The reduction
phase1 consists of retrieving the relevant data items speci-
fied by Mi (line 5), mapping these items to the correspond-
ing output items (line 6), and executing application specific
aggregation operations on all the input items that map to
the same output item (lines 7 and 8). Oftentimes, aggrega-
tion operations are commutative and associative. That is,
the output values do not depend on the order input elements
are aggregated. To complete the processing, the intermedi-
ate results in the accumulator are post-processed to generate
final output values (lines 9 and 10).
In an environment where multiple clients submit queries
to a data server, many instances of inter- and intra-query
commonalities will appear (e. g., visualization of an inter-
esting feature by many users). That is, two queries qi andqj , described by query predicate meta-information2 Mi andMj , respectively, may share input elements ie (line 5), ac-
cumulator elements ae (line 8), and output elements oe (line
10). The framework described in this paper handles reuse of
input items ie by implementing a buffer management layer
that caches input data elements, much in the same way as
traditional database management systems. More interesting,
though, is reusing ae and oe, after they are computed dur-
ing query processing. These entities sometimes cannot be
directly reused because they may not exactly match a later
request, but may be reused if some data transformation can
be applied (i.e. convert a cached aggregate into the one that
is required). Our prior results show that, because of the large
volumes of data processed by the targeted class of applica-
tions, reusing results from previous queries via transforma-
tions often leads to much faster query execution than com-
puting the entire output from the input data. Therefore, a
data transformation model is the cornerstone of the multiple
1This phase is called the reduction phase because the output dataset is
usually (but not necessarily) much smaller than the input dataset.
2Query meta-information describes which part of the dataset is required
to satisfy a query, and is domain dependent (e. g. a 3-dimensional bounding
box in a visualization application or a boolean expression for a relational
database query).
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I  Input DatasetO  OutputA Accumulator
1. [SI ] Intersect(I;Mi)
(* Initialization *)
2. foreach ae in A do
3. ae  Initialize()
(* Reduction *)
4. foreach ie in SI do
5. read ie
6. SA  Map(ie)
7. foreach ae in SA do
8. ae  Aggregate(ie; ae)
(* Finalization *)
9. foreach ae in A do
10. oe  Output(ae)
Figure 2. The query processing algorithm.
Our framework has provisions for optimiz-
ing steps 5–8 and 9-10 for scenarios where
multiple query workloads coming from one
or more users are directed to the system.
query optimization framework. The following equations de-
scribe the abstract operators the system uses in order to ex-
plore common subexpression elimination and partial redun-
dancy opportunities:compare(Mi;Mj) = true or false (1)overlapproject(Mi;Mj) = k;0 <= k <= 1 (2)IMi project(Mi;Mj ;I)! JMj (3)
Equation 1 describes the compare function that returns true
or false depending on whether intermediate data result I de-
scribed by its predicate Mi is the same as J as described byMj . When the application of this function returns true, the
system has identified a common subexpression elimination
opportunity, because query qj can be completely answered
by returning I.
In some situations, queries qi and qj have some overlap,
which means that compare is false, but partial reuse is still
possible. Equation 2 describes the overlap function that re-
turns a value between 0 and 1 that represents the amount
of overlap between intermediate data result I and J . This
overlap is computed with respect to some data transforma-
tion function project that needs to be provided by the appli-
cation developer. The project function, seen in Equation 3,
takes one intermediate data result I whose predicate is Mi
and projects it (performs a transformation) to produce data
product J with predicate Mj .
Figure 3. Once a new query qj with meta-
informationMj is submitted, the system tries
to find a complete or partial match in cache
that can be used to compute qj. If a match
is found (region Ri, in our example), a data
transformation is applied via the user-defined
project method to compute regionRj. Sub-
queries – Sj;1, Sj;2, Sj;3, and Sj;4 – are gen-
erated to complete the query processing and
produce the complete result J .
5 Multiple Query Processing Middleware
The architecture of the middleware consists of several
service components, implemented as a C++ class library
and a runtime system. The runtime system supports
multithreaded execution on a cluster of shared-memory
multiprocessor machines. In a cluster environment, each
machine hosts a complete instance of the system, with
all the service components available. Raw datasets are
declustered across all the nodes to maximize parallelism
and I/O bandwidth. Queries submitted to the system are
broadcasted to all nodes, and each node computes the parts
of the results that correspond to the local input data and
cached results. At the end, a global merge phase is executed
to combine results from each node. A complete description
of the middleware can be found in [2, 3]. We briefly de-
scribe some of components of the middleware framework
that are relevant to detection of common subexpressions
and partial data reuse opportunities.
Query Server: The query server interacts with clients for
receiving queries and returning query results, and is imple-
mented as a fixed-size thread pool (typically the number
of threads is set to the number of processors available on
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an SMP node). A query scheduler [4] is employed to dy-
namically order client requests for assignment to available
threads. A client request contains a query type id and user-
defined parameters to a query object that the application de-
veloper implemented. The user-defined parameters include
a dataset id for the input dataset, query meta-information,
and an index id for the index to be used for finding the data
items that are requested by the query.
An application developer can implement one or more
query objects that are responsible for application-specific
subsetting and processing of datasets. The implementa-
tion of a new query object is done through C++ class in-
heritance and the implementation of virtual methods. A
query object is associated with (1) an execute method,
(2) a query meta-information object, and (3) an accumulator
object, which encapsulates user-defined data structures for
storing intermediate results. The execute method imple-
ments the user-defined processing of data. In the current de-
sign, this method is expected to carry out index lookup oper-
ations, the initialization of intermediate data structures, and
the processing of data retrieved from the dataset. Both the
query and accumulator meta-data objects are implemented
by the application developer by deriving from a base class
provided by the system.
When a query is received, the query server instantiates
the corresponding query object and assigns a Query Thread
to execute the query. The query thread searches for results
cached in memory that can be reused to either completely
or partially answer a query. The lookup operation employs
the user-defined overlap operator to test for potential
matches among those cached results. The user-defined ac-
cumulator meta-data object associated with the query object
is compared with the accumulator meta-data objects of the
cached results for the same query type. The user-defined
project method is then called so that the cached result
can be projected, potentially performing a transformation
on the cached data, to generate a portion of the output
for the current query. Finally, if the current query is only
partially answered by the cached results, sub-queries are
created to compute the results for the portions of the query
that have not been computed from cached results.
Data Store Manager: The data store manager is respon-
sible for providing dynamic storage space for intermediate
data structures generated as intermediate or final results
for a query. The most important feature of the data store
is that it records semantic information about intermediate
data structures (i. e. a semantic cache [17]). This allows
the use of the intermediate results to answer queries later
submitted to the system. A query thread interacts with the
data store via functions similar to the C language function
malloc. When a query allocates space in the data store for
an intermediate data structure, the size (in bytes) of the data
structure and the corresponding accumulator meta-data
object are passed as parameters to the space allocator . The
data store manager allocates the buffer space, internally
records the pointer to the buffer space and the associated
meta-data object, and returns the allocated buffer to the
caller. The data store manager also provides the lookup
method, to identify partial results that can be used to satisfy
a new request. Since the data store manager maintains
user-defined data structures and can apply projection
operations on those data structure, user-defined projection
methods may be provided for each type of intermediate data
structure. If no data transformation is required, by default
the projection method is the identity function.
Page Space Manager: The page space manager controls
the allocation and management of buffer space available for
input data in terms of fixed-size pages. All interactions with
data sources are done through the page space manager. The
pages retrieved from a Data Source are cached in memory.
The page space manager also keeps track of I/O requests
received from multiple queries so that overlapping I/O re-
quests are reordered and merged, and duplicate requests are
eliminated, to minimize I/O overhead.
6 Implementation of the Two Example Appli-
cations
6.1 The Virtual Microscope
A Virtual Microscope (VM) query describes a 2-
dimensional region in a slide, and the output is a potentially
lower resolution image generated by applying a user-
defined aggregation operation on high-resolution image
chunks (see Section 3). We have implemented two func-
tions to process high resolution input chunks to produce
lower resolution images in VM [4]. Each function results in
a different version of VM with very different computational
requirements, but similar I/O patterns. The first function
employs a simple subsampling operation, and the second
implements an averaging operation over a window. For a
magnification level of N given in a query, the subsampling
function returns every N th pixel from the region of the
input image that intersects the query window, in both
dimensions. The averaging function, on the other hand,
computes the value of an output pixel by averaging the
values of a group of N  N pixels in the input image.
We have added a query object to the runtime system for
each of the processing functions. The accumulator for
these functions is a 2-dimensional pixel array, each entry of
which stores values for a pixel in the lower resolution out-
put image. Each accumulator element ae and each output
element oe can be described by the 3-tuple (bounding box,
zoom factor, image processing algorithm) which constitutes
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Figure 4. View of a volume from one perspec-
tive over 3 frames, computed by a volumetric
reconstruction query into the system.
the query meta-information M (see Section 4). Input
elements are cached in memory by the page space manager.
Accumulator and output elements are cached in the data
store and tagged with the appropriate meta-information.
When a query enters the system, the algorithm in Figure 2
is executed. However, the operations at lines 5, 6, 8,
and 10 are not immediately performed, instead a cache
search into the data store is first performed, to find either
a complete match (applying Equation 1), or if that fails a
partial match (applying Equation 2). If a partial match is
found, a projection function must be applied (Equation 3).
Several types of data reuse may occur for queries in the
VM application. A new query with a query window that
overlaps the bounding box of a previously computed re-
sult can reuse the result directly, after clipping it to the
new query boundaries (assuming the zoom factors of both
queries are the same). Similarly, a lower resolution image
for a new query can be computed from a higher resolution
image generated for a previous query, if the queries cover
the same region. In order to detect such reuse opportunities,
an overlap function was implemented to intersect two re-
gions and return an overlap index, which is computed asoverlap index = IAOA  ISOS (4)
In this equation, IA is the area of intersection between the
intermediate result in the data store and the query region,OA
is the area of the query region, IS is the zoom factor used for
generating the intermediate result, andOS is the zoom factor
specified by the current query. OS should be a multiple of IS
so that the query can use the intermediate result. Otherwise,
the value of the overlap index is 0.
6.2 Volumetric Reconstruction
A Volumetric Reconstruction query qi is described by a
query meta-information 5-tuple Mi:
1. a dataset name Di,
2. a 3-dimensional box Bi: [xl; yl; zl; xh; yh; zh],
3. a set of frames Fi: [fstart; fend; step],
4. the depth (number of edges from root the leaf nodes) of
the octree, which specified the resolution of the recon-
struction: di, and
5. a set of cameras Ci: [c1; c2; : : : ; cn].
Semantically, a query builds a set of volumetric representa-
tions of objects that fall inside the 3-dimensional box – one
per frame – using a subset of the set of cameras for a given
dataset (Figure 4). For each frame, the volumetric repre-
sentation of an object is constructed using the set of images
from each of the cameras in Ci. The reconstructed volume
is represented by an octree, which is computed to depth di.
Deeper octrees represent a higher resolution for the output
3-dimensional object representation.
Each individual image taken by a camera is stored on disk
as a data chunk. A 3-dimensional volume for a single time
step is constructed by aggregating the contributions of each
image in the same frame for all the cameras in Ci into the
output octree. The aggregation operations are commutative
and associative. Thus, the images can be retrieved in any or-
der and the octree is built incrementally by adding the contri-
bution of each retrieved image. Note that it is also possible
to create the final octree by having each one or a subset of
cameras build a separate octree and then combine the par-
tial octrees into a single output octree [10]. The final output
is sent to the client for further analysis (e.g., visualization,
object tracking).
In a multiple client environment, overlap and potential
reuse opportunities among queries (submitted by one or
more clients) and from previous queries executed by the sys-
tem may be detected. One example of a reuse opportunity
is the generation of a lower resolution octree from a higher
resolution octree that was computed for an earlier query. In
order to detect such possible overlaps, we implemented the
following customizations for the compare (see Algorithm 1)
and overlap functions (see Algorithm 2):
Algorithm 1 bool compare(Mi,Mj)
1: if Di 6= Dj then
2: return false
3: if Bi 6= Bj then
4: return false
5: if Fi 6= Fj then
6: return false




Algorithm 2 float overlap(Mi,Mj)
1: if Di 6= Dj then
2: return 0;
3: vovlp  CommonV olume(Bi;Bj)V olume(Bj)
4: fovlp  jFi\Fj jjFj j
5: if Ci  Cj then
6: covlp  jCijjCjj
7: else
8: covlp  0
9: dovlp  1  0:1 (di   dj)
10: return vovlp  fovlp  covlp  dovlp
Our implementation of the volume reconstruction algo-
rithm employs an earlier implementation [10] as a black-
box, and that implementation returns an octree for each
frame in a sequence of frames. Therefore, the data store
maintains the octrees for each frame requested by a query
along with its associated meta-information. The transforma-
tion of these cached results into results for incoming queries
requires the utilization of project functions that transform
the aggregate appropriately. Algorithm 2 hints at several
projection operations: (1) for the query box – multiple vol-
umes can be composed to form a new volume, or a larger
volume can be cropped to produce a smaller one; (2) for
entire frames – use the cached frames as necessary; (3) for
cameras – if the new query requires more cameras than were
used for a cached octree, generate a new octree from the im-
ages for the new cameras, and merge the two octrees; (4)
depth – use a deeper octree to generate a shallower one. One
or more combinations of these functions may be automati-
cally applied using one or more cached results. The mid-
dleware generates the subqueries necessary to complete the
processing of the original query accordingly.
7 Data Store Replacement Policies
Integral parts of the multiple query optimization frame-
work are the query scheduling policy for incoming queries
and the replacement policy employed in the semantic cache
(i. e. the data store), which maintains intermediate (and fi-
nal) results. Query scheduling and cache replacement poli-
cies are two complementary components. A good query
scheduling policy attempts to order the execution of queries
so that a query can benefit most from the cached data, with-
out starving other waiting queries. In [4], we investigated a
number of query scheduling policies using the LRU cache
replacement policy. A good cache replacement policy com-
plements the query scheduling policy by aiming to main-
tain in cache a working set of data items manipulated by the
query workload. A replacement policy is essentially respon-
sible for evicting a result stored in the data store when a new
result must be cached and there is not enough space left for
the new result.
7.1 Cache Replacement Policies
Least Recently Used (LRU): This policy replaces the in-
termediate result (aggregate) that has been requested
least recently. The policy is based on the same princi-
ple as page replacement policies in operating systems.
Every cached item is associated with a time stamp that
stores the last time the item was accessed by a query,
since the data server started execution. The item with
the minimum time stamp is replaced when a new item
must be stored in a full cache.
Size: Evicts the intermediate aggregate that occupies the
largest space in the data store. This strategy attempts
to maintain many aggregates with small memory foot-
prints in cache, rather than a few results with large foot-
prints. The premise of the Size strategy is that more
queries are likely to benefit when a greater number of
separate results, potentially generated for queries from
different applications, are cached.
Least Frequently Used (LFU): This strategy evicts the
intermediate aggregate which is accessed least fre-
quently. It is based on the assumption that queries
in a collaborative environment are likely to request
the same or closely related regions of interest, with
the same or similar processing requirements. Thus a
cached result that has been reused by many queries is
likely to be reused again. A reference count is associ-
ated with each cached data item. The count is incre-
mented when the data item is reused in processing a
query. The data item with the smallest count value is
replaced with a new item when the cache is full.
Least Relative Value (LRV): This policy replaces the in-
termediate result that has the least value. The value
metric can be computed in several different ways. Ide-
ally, it should be a relative measure of how expensive
it is to generate a given intermediate result. In this
work, we have used two variants for calculating this
metric. The first policy uses the ratio qinputsizeaggrsize , whereqinputsize is the number of bytes that have to be re-
trieved and processed from the raw input data to gen-
erate the intermediate aggregate, and aggrsize is the
amount of memory used by that aggregate. We refer to
this method as LRVA. The second variant is the ratioqttcaggrsize , where qttc is the time it takes to compute the
intermediate result. We refer to this method as LRVB.
The first variant is most suitable for I/O-bound queries,
for which most of the execution time is spent retriev-
ing the input data from disk. The second variant targets
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queries that are more compute-intensive, although qttc
also accounts for I/O time.
7.2 Aging
A potential drawback of some of the cache replacement
policies, in particular LFU, is that some cached items may be
heavily used only during a limited time in the lifetime of the
data server. As a consequence, those items will have a high
reference count. In that case, those items may stay in the
cache for a long time, even though they are no longer being
used. Aging is a technique to alleviate this problem. It uses
a decay function to decrease the reference count as the time
passes. Several different implementations of this technique
can be used. We have implemented an exponential half life
factor to calculate the devaluation over time a cached ag-
gregate observes. The factor is computed by the function2 ageT , where age is the current age of the cached item (i.
e. current time minus the last time the item was reused). T
is the fixed and configurable half life, i. e., a constant that is
set based on application and query characteristics as a rea-
sonable period for half life decay. In T seconds, the metric
for a given intermediate aggregate will decrease by half.
In this paper, we performed experiments with the follow-
ing variations of the aging policies just described: ALFU
(Aging LFU), ALRVA (LRVA with aging), and ALRVB
(LRVB with aging).
8 Experimental Results
The goal of the experiments is to evaluate the cache re-
placement policies with different query workloads, using
two query scheduling policies (First-In, First-Out (FIFO)
and Shortest Job First (SJF)), and with several data store
sizes. The experimental evaluation employed two imple-
mentations of the Virtual Microscope application – averag-
ing and subsampling – and the Volumetric Reconstruction
application on an 8-processor SMP machine, running ver-
sion 2.4.3 of the Linux kernel. Each processor is a 550MHz
Pentium III CPU and the machine has 4GB of main memory.
For the experiments, we employed three Virtual Mi-
croscope datasets, each of which is an image of size
30000x30000 3-byte pixels, requiring a total of 7.5GB stor-
age space. Each dataset is partitioned into 64KB pages, each
representing a square region in the entire image. The Vol-
umetric Reconstruction dataset is composed of 400 frames
synchronously collected from 13 cameras, each of which
shot 400 images. Each image is a 320x240 1-byte black and
white image. The dataset is approximately 381MB in size.
All the datasets were stored on the local disk attached to the
SMP machine.
For the first experiment shown in Figure 5, we have emu-
lated 16 concurrent Virtual Microscope clients – 8 using the
subsampling algorithm and 8 using the pixel averaging al-
gorithm. Each client generated a workload of 32 queries,
producing 1024x1024 RGB images (3MB in size) at various
magnification levels. Output images were maintained in the
data store as intermediate results for possible reuse by new
queries. For each group of 8 clients, 4 clients issued queries
to the first dataset, 3 clients submitted queries to the second
dataset, and 1 client issued queries to the third dataset. Note
that subsampled intermediate results cannot be used to gen-
erate averaged results and vice-versa.
We used the driver program described in [9] to emu-
late the behavior of a single client interacting with the data
server, and generated 16 different client profiles. The imple-
mentation of the driver is based on a workload model that
was statistically generated from traces collected from expe-
rienced VM users. Interesting regions in a slide are mod-
eled as points, and provided as an input file to the driver pro-
gram. When a user pans near an interesting region, there is
a high probability a request will be generated. The driver
adds noise to requests to avoid multiple clients asking for
the same region. In addition, the driver avoids having all
the clients scan the slide in the same manner. The slide is
swept through in either an up-down fashion or a left-right
fashion as observed from real users. We have chosen to
use the driver for two reasons. First, extensive real user
traces are very difficult to acquire. Second, the emulator
allowed us to create different scenarios and vary the work-
load behavior (both the number of clients and the number of
queries) in a controlled way. In all of the experiments, the
emulated clients were executed simultaneously on a cluster
of PCs connected to the SMP machine via 100Mbit Ether-
net. Each client submitted its queries independently from
the other clients, but waited for the completion of a query
before submitting another one.
In the second experiment (whose results are in Figure 6),
we used a workload composed of queries for the two imple-
mentations of the Virtual Microscope application and for the
Volumetric Reconstruction application. We used a total of
16 clients (8 for subsampling, 4 for pixel averaging, and 6
for Volumetric Reconstruction). The 12 Virtual Microscope
clients, each generating 16 requests, queried the same three
datasets employed in the first experiment. Six clients ac-
cessed the first dataset, four the second one, and two the third
dataset. The Virtual Microscope queries were generated us-
ing the same workload model as before. The 6 clients for the
Volumetric Reconstruction application generated 8 queries
each. Each client submitted queries constructed according
to a synthetic workload model (since we do not have real
user traces for the application at this time), in which “hot
frames” were pre-selected, and the length of a “hot inter-
val” was characterized by a mean and a standard deviation.
A query (see Subsection 6.2) requests a set of volumes as-
sociated with frames selected with the following algorithm:
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Figure 5. Results for Virtual Microscope queries only - subsampling and averaging implementations.
The overall execution times for the complete workload are shown in (b) and (d), and the average
execution times per query are shown in (a) and (c). (a) and (b) show times for queries scheduled
using the FIFO policy and, (c) and (d) show times for queries scheduled using the SJF policy.
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Figure 6. Results for queries from multiple applications (Virtual Microscope, averaging and subsam-
pling implementations, and Volume Reconstruction queries). The overall execution times for the
complete workload are shown in (b) and (d), and the average execution times per query are shown in
(a) and (c). (a) and (b) show times for queries scheduled using the FIFO policy and, (c) and (d) show
times for queries scheduled using the SJF policy.
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the center of the interval is drawn randomly with a uniform
distribution from the set of “hot frames”, the length of the
interval is selected from a normal distribution, and the step
value is selected randomly as either 1, 2, or 4. The depth and
the 3-dimensional query box were fixed, as was the dataset,
and we have used all the available cameras.
For all the experiments, we fixed the half life at 60 sec-
onds for the replacement policies that use aging. We have
allocated 32MB for the Page Space Manager, and have al-
lowed a maximum of 4 queries to run simultaneously. The
operating system file buffer cache was cleared at the begin-
ning of each experimental run.
The primary difference between the first experiment and
the second is the degree of overlap across the queries. The
first experiment exhibits higher locality since only two ap-
plications are being run and more queries are generated (to-
tal of 512 queries, as opposed to 224 for the second). Hence
the data store and the data transformation framework is more
effective than in the second experiment. Nonetheless, in
both experiments LRU is never the best replacement pol-
icy, neither in terms of average query wait and execution
time, nor in terms of overall execution time for the complete
workload. Performance improvements relative to LRU are
as high as 40%, both for the average query wait and exe-
cution time and overall workload execution time, as seen in
Figure 5(a) and (b). Even when SJF is used to schedule the
queries, a 26% and 34% decrease is seen for average query
wait and execution and overall execution time, respectively,
as seen in Figures 5(c) and (d).
The relative benefits of the other replacement policies, in
particular ALRVB, decrease as the size of the data store in-
creases, and as locality decreases (i. e. in the second experi-
ment), as Figures 5 and 6 show. The benefits of a more com-
plex cache replacement strategy may even completely dis-
appear, as Figure 6(d) shows when the workload workset is
completely cached.
The performance results in Figure 5 show that when
there is high locality, almost all cache replacement policies,
with the exception of Size and LFU, outperform LRU for
the FIFO scheduling policy. The same is not true for SJF
scheduling, in which only the more “informed” policies (the
LRV variations) outperform LRU.
In general, LRVB outperforms LRVA, and likewise for
ALRVB and ALRVA. This is because their cost metric more
precisely captures the cost associated with an aggregate
when an eviction decision must be made. The time repre-
sented by qttc considers both the I/O and the computation
cost for an aggregate, whereas qinputsize relies solely upon
I/O costs. The same subsampling instance of the Virtual Mi-
croscope query takes 42.5 seconds to execute (99.6% of the
time is I/O and 0.4% is computation) and require 3MB in
storage, while averaging implementation takes 58.4 seconds
(47.5% for I/O and 52.5% for computation) with the same
storage requirement. One of our typical (for our workload)
Volume Reconstruction queries takes 40.7 seconds (15.7%
for I/O and 84.3% for computation) and 3.75MB of storage.
With such disparate relative I/O costs and required storage
size, qttc is definitely more accurate. The aging technique
improves performance for all caching policies that employ
it, for all the configurations we tested. The explanation, as
we expected, is that it allows the data store to eventually
evict aggregates that were once heavily reused but are not
being reused any longer. We should note that more experi-
ments should be performed to test other half life settings.
Overall the results show that the improvements achieved
by using more sophisticated policies are significant, espe-
cially under severe space constraints (the 32MB data store
size), confirming the results obtained by other researchers in
other domains, as was discussed in Section 2.
9 Conclusions
The sheer volume of computation and I/O required by
typical data analysis applications, as well as their reliance
on non-standard aggregation operators, makes the task of
providing multiple query optimization support a challenge.
In previous work, we have described a generic middleware
system that can be used for the implementation of such ap-
plications, allowing for the identification and utilization of
common intermediate results. In this paper, we have demon-
strated the importance of choosing cache replacement poli-
cies that consider the relative value of a given cached aggre-
gate when eviction must be performed. Moreover, we have
shown that aging has to be part of the solution to avoid hav-
ing aggregates that were heavily reused at one point in time
from taking up space in the cache when they are no longer
part of the current working set.
We have proposed two metrics to be used when the low-
est relative value cache replacement policies are employed.
Although in all cases using the time to compute metric as the
cost outperformed the estimated query input size metric, that
metric is not without problems. The time to compute can be
distorted by the very same characteristic that makes our sys-
tem efficient in handling multiple query workloads – the data
transformation functions leverage previously cached results
to generate new ones. This fact causes the time to compute
metric to under-value an aggregate, since it speeds up its
computation, as opposed to truly representing the time to
compute which would include the full I/O and computation
costs. This is an issue still under investigation. We are ana-
lyzing methods for propagating the time to compute metric
when a projection function is utilized.
Extensions to this work will come from several areas.
The first is investigating the balance between query schedul-
ing and cache replacement policies further by integrating ad-
ditional scheduling policies, like the ones described in [4].
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Self-tuning of the aging factor by inspecting the workload is
another aspect worth studying. Finally, we would like to in-
vestigate the integration of a persistent cache into the frame-
work, in which when an aggregate is selected for eviction it
gets stored in a persistent medium (i.e. disk). This modifi-
cation should make the system perform better overall, at the
expense of more complexity in evaluating overlap and pro-
jection possibilities, as well as more complexity to manage
a larger cache in persistent storage.
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